I t's almost a tradition here in England that the August Bank Holiday is the major last get-together to celebrate (the summer, perhaps) before the serious business starts afresh. Yet as I write this on the eve of this partly festive occasion, the summer would appear to have almost slipped past us. Many trees give the appearance normally associated with the beginning of autumn, acres of fields have been harvested, the hay all neatly rolled up waiting to be taken away for storage. It has been very warm and dry for what appears to be a long time, and, going by reports, it's been the same in several parts of Europe. Those who know their wines predict that this year will be a vintage to be stored. I think of all this as I recall that later this year, on December 5 and 6, many in the wound community will meet in San Francisco to honor the achievements of Professor Tom Hunt.
Tom Hunt, "TK" to many, trained as a surgeon, specialized and became interested in wound healing decades ago. TK thought (and continues to think) that a reliable knowledge of perfusion was fundamental to the assessment of healing, which led him to develop methods of measuring oxygen available for healing. A thought that is simple and elegant. A few years later, TK also famously stated "to measure a difference, there must be a difference." The intricacies of wound biology meant that his concepts would generate laboratory and clinical research not merely in San Francisco but in other laboratories in the United States, Europe, and elsewhere. Some of his ideas have led to applications; others have spawned more research, which is what good scientific activity should achieve. Although accepting that local commitments forbid me from attending the symposium in December, a colleague from Canada reminded me of a story. It seems that some years ago, after a great deal of deliberation, the authorities planned to switch the lights off momentarily to mark the centenary of Thomas Edison. And despite the preparations, folks found the darkness strange, but as the lights were turned on, they gained some perception of the enormity of Edison's invention. This perception embodies the spirit of an individual's work. Those of us who have worked with TK (he was the first person I chose to consult with before this journal was initiated, and measurement is embodied in its theme) have enjoyed this spirit and must share it with future generations of wound workers.
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